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Abstract
Introduction: The World Health Organization reports an incidence of hypoacusis of 5/1000 live births; 2.1% of the 

world population suffers from a hearing deficit. In Mexico, the Human Communication Institute of the Ministry of Health 
estimates that 5,600 are born with hearing loss per year. Undiagnosed hearing loss has adverse effects on language, 
social, emotional, cognitive, academic and professional development.

Objective: To verify the sensitivity and specificity of Hearing Otoacoustic emissions in healthy newborns without 
risk factors.

Material and Methods: Prospective study with a probabilistic, descriptive, transversal, quasi experimental 
and analytical design. We studied 815 healthy newborns without risk factors. EOA and Brainstem Auditory Evoked 
Potentials were performed with the BERAphone equipment. Sensitivity, specificity, Negative Predictive Value and 
Positive Predictive Value were determined, using the ROC curve. The AUC value was determined, Pearson’s X2 test 
was used, and Fisher’s Exact Test was used for the distribution of both tests.

Results: 1630 auditory tests were performed. A sensitivity of 63.64% and a specificity of 98.95%, an AUC of 
0.805%, VPP 29.17% and VPN 99.75%, LH +60.60% and LH -0.37% of all the tests were detected. The right ear had a 
sensitivity of 40.0% and a specificity of 98.64%; In the left ear sensitivity of 83.33% and specificity of 99.26%.

Conclusions: Otacoustic emissions in newborns without risk factors have a regular sensitivity and high specificity.
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Introduction
Hearing loss is one of the most frequent causes of disability, And it 

is important to take into account that it is a sensory deficiency whose 
disabling potential depends to a great extent on the early diagnosis and 
to establish treatment and rehabilitation [1]. Delaying the identification 
of hearing loss in children not only has severe effects on speech, 
language development, social skills, academic progress, psychological 
status, and future job opportunities, But also has consequences for 
members of the family mainly in the economic aspect [2,3].

The World Health Organization (WHO) reports an incidence of 
hearing loss of 5 per 1000 live births; It is estimated that 2.1% of the 
world population suffers from some hearing deficit. According to the 
WHO global disease burden index for the year 2000, hearing loss is 
ranked fifteenth [4].

The average age reported in the diagnosis varies in different 
studies. Yoshinaga-Itano, et al. mention an average age of 20.2 months 
[2]. Harrison, et al. found that mean age in children with loss of 
Severe hearing is at 13 months and those with mild hearing loss are 
at 22 months [5]. The population with hearing loss has doubled from 
120 million to at least 278 million people in 2005, two thirds of this 
population resides in developing countries [6].

In Mexico, the Institute of Human Communication of the Secretary 
of Health (INCH) estimates that 5,600 hearing impairs are born per 
year. The hearing disability statistics for the year 2000 amounted to 
281,793 people, of whom 16.2% were at birth. In 2010 it was estimated 

that 25% of the population suffers from some type of deafness. It 
also reports that less than 35% of children receive medical care. The 
incidence of hearing loss disability in the age group of 0 to 4 years is 
498,640 (11.01%) of the total population with a disability [7].

In order to meet and respond to this public health problem in the 
country, within the framework of the National Development Plan and 
Health Sector Program 2007-2012, the Neonatal Auditory Sieve and 
Early Intervention Program was designed, endorsed by the following 
standards: NOM 173-SSA l-1998, for comprehensive care for the 
hearing impaired [8].

Currently available technology has reliable techniques for the 
objective evaluation of hearing. Fully automated portable equipment 
has been developed that can be operated by personnel with minimal 
training. The most commonly used techniques are otoacoustic 
emissions (EOA) and brainstem auditory evoked potentials (PEATC) [9].

Hearing loss is the most common birth defect and occurs more 
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frequently than other conditions, is 100 times more prevalent than 
phenylketonuria and 10 times more than hypothyroidism is 5 times 
more frequent than Down Syndrome and 25 times more than spina 
bifida. Permanent hearing loss during childhood occurs in 1-3 of every 
1000 infants, and in 2-4 of every 100 infants discharged from neonatal 
intensive care units [10].

The importance of the health problem in childhood that deafness 
implies has been valued by national and international scientific bodies 
and societies. Universal Neonatal Auditory Screening is a valuable 
strategy for detecting newborns with permanent hearing damage, using 
both EOA and PEATC. The latter with a higher sensitivity (97-100%) 
and greater specificity (86-96%), which is why they are considered the 
gold standard for detection of hearing loss. However they prove to be a 
complex and costly method [10].

Currently in our environment (community) otoacoustic emissions 
are performed as part of neonatal screening for hearing loss, however 
there are no reports in our institution about the prevalence, sensitivity 
and specificity of this test [11].

To carry out systematic screening studies in the open population, it 
is necessary to know if the sensitivity and specificity of this test can be 
reproducible in our environment. In addition, we have reported very 
different rates of sensitivity and specificity, ranging from 67% to 100%, 
depending on the study, which leads us to ask whether the incidence of 
newborns diagnosed with hearing loss is the real one, and if It would 
not be necessary to ask how many of these children are staying without 
a timely diagnosis and early rehabilitation [12].

Therefore, our objective was to know the sensitivity and specificity 
of otoacoustic emissions in healthy newborns without risk factors.

Material and Methods
The present investigation was carried out through a prospective 

study with a probabilistic, descriptive, transversal, quasi experimental, 
analytical and multicentric design. The study population was all 
newborns in the High Specialty Regional Hospital of Ciudad Victoria 
“Bicentenario 2010” (HRAEV) and in the General Hospital Norberto 
Treviño Zapata of Victoria, during the period from April to the month 
November 2016. For the sample size we used the formula proposed by 
Dufau, With an alpha error (Zα) at 5% and a beta error (Zβ) at 10% [13].

Selection criteria

The inclusion criteria for the study were as follows: Healthy 
newborns with gestational age between weeks 37 and 41.6, weighing 
between 2500 and 3999 grams, and born in the Hospital Regional High 
Specialty of Ciudad Victoria “Bicentenario 2010” and the General 
Hospital of Ciudad Victoria “Dr. Norberto Treviño Zapata”. Newborns 
of both sexes, normal otoscopy, consent of the parents to participate in 
the study.

Exclusion criteria: Newborns with craniofacial and/or congenital 
malformations of the ear, with a family history of hearing loss and 
deafness, and with risk factors namely: obtained by dystocic birth, 
perinatal asphyxia, jaundice and admission to the Neonatal Intensive 
Care Unit.

Elimination criteria: Abnormal otoscopy, interference from 
ambient noise.

General description of the study

After explaining the purpose of the procedure and signing the 

informed consent by the parents, an otoscopy is performed on healthy 
newborns who come to the auditory screen. Otoscopy was performed 
by otolaryngologist by otoscopy to rule out the presence of cerumen, 
debris and alterations in the tympanic membrane.

Otoacoustic emissions were performed in healthy newborns 
between the third and fifth day of extrauterine life in the preventive 
medicine office, during physiological sleep in the arms of their mother 
or in a screening bed with closed doors to reduce environmental noise.

After passing the above procedure, the Transient Evoked 
Otoacoustic Emissions Test (EOET) is performed by the OTO Read 
denmark Num-0123 for EOA [14].

A hearing aid was placed in the external auditory canal, ensuring 
that there was a tight seal between the auditory wall and the device. 
The frequencies of 2kHz, 3kHz and 4kHz were studied, as they were 
involved in the production of language, at an intensity between 40 and 
70 decibels (dB) in each ear. If at the end of reading the 3 frequencies on 
the screen the word “pass” is displayed, it means that the newborn has 
normal hearing or if the display shows the word “to control”, it means 
that the newborn can have hearing loss greater than 40 dB.

After the otoacoustic emissions the brainstem auditory evoked 
potentials were realized with the BERAphone equipment: MB-11 
Beraphone this system can be used advantageously with the automatic 
test ABR Fast-Steady State, automatic fast reliable; Thanks to the 
FSS-ABR algorithm, the MB-11 BERAphone test is similar to that 
of otoacoustic emissions, stimulus signals are applied with a high 
repetition rate (90 clicks per second): the test is performed sequentially 
until reaching a value Critical (pass criterion) Because the stimulus 
level is 35 dB of hearing (HL), the ear evaluated may have a hearing 
threshold above 35 dB HL and the result will be referred to, when 100% 
of the criterion Step is not reached within 120/s. thanks to the FSS-
ABR system (Fast Steady State) Rapid Stable State (ABR) Auditory 
Brainstem Response, patented algorithm [15-17].

The equipment was placed on the head of the newborn, the first 
electrode below the earlobe, the second electrode above the ear and 
the third electrode on the vertex (three fingers above the ear at the 
midline). The impedance test shows if the electrodes are making good 
contact with the skin (signal). After this the measurement is started and 
a green light is observed on the BERAphone which indicates a suitable 
signal. On the computer screen the electrical signal of the electrodes in 
wave form was recorded, reporting the following results: It registered 
green and the word step (if you hear); Register red and the word refer 
(not hear). In any of these cases, he/she is informed to his/her relatives, 
if the result is to refer (not hear) to the otolaryngologist, audiologist, 
rehabilitation, auditory rehabilitation and early stimulation [15].

Statistical treatment

The information was captured in a database prepared in the 
statistical package Service Pack Statistic Software (SPSS) version 21 
for Windows, CEBM Statistics Calculator, Diagnostic test calculator 
(version 2010042101) by Alan Schwartz 2006. Core trend measures 
were calculated, Used inferential statistics through contingency tables 
to determine sensitivity, specificity, positive and negative predictive 
value with 95% CI. The cut-off points for sensitivity and specificity were 
established using the Receiver Operating Characteristics (ROC) curve. 
Also, the value of the Area Under Curve (AUC) was determined to 
evaluate The overall accuracy index. Pearson’s Chi-Square and Fisher’s 
exact test were used to analyze the association of both tests [18-21].
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Results
815 newborns without risk factors were studied, 409 were males, 

corresponding to 50.2%, 406 (49.8%) were females. With respect to 
weight, the average was 3347.94 grams (grs), with a median of 3310 
grs, and a standard deviation of 401,337 grs (Table 1). The histogram 
presented central distribution and a variation between 2500 and 5500 
grams (Figure 1).

Gestational age is presented in Table 2, with a mean of 39.31, a 
standard deviation of 1.06 and the histogram (Figure 2) shows a central 
distribution (39.31), with values varying between 37 and 44 weeks.

The age of extrauterine life in which the hearing tests were taken 
(Table 3), the mean was 5.13 days with a standard deviation of 4.7 days 
and a median of 4.35 days, the distribution was tendency towards the 
left side and with Values from 1 to 60 days (Figures 2 and 3).

The total distribution of patients (n=815), with 1630 ears studied, 
are presented in the flowchart (Figure 4) of all newborns with both 
tests - Otoacoustic Emissions (EOA) and Auditory Evoked Brainstem 
Potentials (BERAphone/PEATC) - as well as the final result “pass” or 
“do not pass” (Figure 4). Only 0.24% of patients had involvement in 
both ears.

When comparing EOA vs BERAphone in Table 2, in the right 
ear (Table 4) we detected that 5 patients did not pass the test of total 

Description Weight Weight (gr)
 Mean 3347.94
 Median 3310
 Mode 3300
 Typical Deviation 401.337
Percentiles 25 3050

50 3310
75 3620

N: number of patients; gr: grams.
Source: SPSS V.20 database of the study: Sensitivity and Specificity of 
Otoacoustic Emissions in Healthy Newborns without Risk Factors.

Table 1: Descriptive statistics of weight in grams of all the newborns studied 
(N=815).

Description SDG SDG
 Mean 39.3155
 Median 39.29
 Mode 39
 Typical Deviation 1.06611
Percentiles
 
 

25 38.67
50 39.29
75 40.09

SDG: Gestational Age Weeks
Source: SPSS V.20 database of the study: Sensitivity and Specificity of 
Otoacoustic Emissions in Healthy Newborns without Risk Factors. 

Table 2: Descriptive statistics of the entire population of newborns studied by 
gestational age.

Figure 1: Histogram of the entire population of new borns studied.

Figure 2: Histogram of gestational age of all infants studied.

Figure 3: Histogram of age in days of all newborns studied.

Description Age in days
 Mean 5.13
 Median 4.35
 Mode 4
 Typical Deviation 4.702
Percentiles
 
 

25 3.52
50 4.35
75 5.22

EOA: Otoacoustic Emissions
Source: SPSS V.20 database of the study: Sensitivity and Specificity of 
Otoacoustic Emissions in Healthy Newborns without Risk Factors.
Table 3: Descriptive statistics of the entire population of newborns studied by age 
on days when EOA was taken.
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newborns. Therefore we confirmed as true positives 2 patients, 3 false 
negatives, 11 false positives and 799 true negatives (Table 4 and Figure 5).

Figure 6 shows the likelihood ratio in the Fagan nomogram in the 
right ear confirming that the pos-test test for positive result is 18% with 
a margin of 5 to 40% and for negative result is 0.61% with A variability 
between 0.4 to 0.8%.

Table 5 shows the statistical data and results of each of the tests: 
Sensitivity, Specificity, Positive likelihood ratio (LR +) and Negative 
(LR-), Estimated Prevalence, Positive Predictive Value (PPV), and 
Value Negative predictive (VPN) in the right ear.

The global representation of the diagnostic accuracy in the right 
ear of otoacoustic emissions can be seen in the ROC curve, the points 
indicate the cutoff point that determines Sensitivity and Specificity 
(Figure 7). The value of the Area Under Curve (AUC) was also 
determined to evaluate the overall accuracy index of the test (Table 7).

In Table 8, we represent the statistical tests to see the distribution 
of our test, with the following result: a Pearson X2 with a statistical 
significance of p=0.000, a Fisher’s Exact Test with a value of p=0.002.

In the left ear is presented the Table 2 where the “gold standard”, 
BERAphone vs Otoacoustic Emissions (EOA) is presented. We can see 

that of the total number of patients studied (n=815), 6 did not pass the 
test and 809 did pass it’ (Figure 8 and Table 8).

In the Fagan nomogram (Figure 9) of the left ear for positive result 

Figure 4: Flow chart of all newborns in both tests and all ears.
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Figure 5: Distribution of OIDOS RIGHTS studied and the identification of deaf 
and healthy as well as false positives, false negatives, true and true negatives.

Figure 6: Nominal fagan right ear with EOA vs. BERAphone.

Figure 7: ROC curve demonstrating the sensitivity and specificity of EOA in 
right ear.

 BERAphone (PEATC)
EOA Not passed Pass Totalears

Not passed 2 11 13
Pass 3 799 802
Total 5 810 n=815

EOA: Otoacoustic Emissions.
BERAphone Cerebral Stem Auditory Evoked Potentials.
n: Number of ears studied.
Source: SPSS V.20 database of the study: Sensitivity and Specificity of 
Otoacoustic Emissions in Healthy Newborns without Risk Factors. 

Table 4: Contingency table or table 2X2 of EOA vs. BERAphone right hearing.
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has a post-test probability of 46% and for a negative result a pos-test 
probability of 0.14. The statistics of the results for left ear, namely: 
Sensitivity, Specificity, LR+, LR- Prevalence, PPV and NPV, are 

presented in Table 9. More accurately and unrelated to prevalence, a 
sensitivity of 83.33% and a specificity of 99.26% were found in the ROC 
Curve. Figure 9, with an AUC precision of 0.913 (Table 10). And with 
a p=0.00 of the Pearson Chi-Square, and a value of p=0.000 for the 
Fisher’s Exact Test, and a continuity correction of 246,250 and a value 
of p=0.000 (Table 11). When all the tests (n=1630) were analyzed, all 
patients (n=815) in Table 2X2 showed that 11 patients did not pass the 
test and 1619 if they passed it (Table 12), with True Positives 7, False 
Negatives 4, False Positives 17, and True Negatives 1602 (Figures 10 
and 11).

In the Fagan Nomogram for the study of all ears, a pos-test test of 
30% and a negative test result of 0.3% with an LR + of 60.60 and an 
LR- of 0.37 were evaluated for a positive result. Is shown in Figure 12.

The statistical results of all tests (n=1630) Sensitivity, Specificity, 

Figure 8: Distribution of left ears studied and identification of deaf and healthy 
as well as false positives, false negatives, true and true negatives.

Statistic Formula Value 95% CI
Sensitivity a

a b+
40.00% 5.27% to 85.34%

Specificity d
c d+

98.64% 97.58% to 99.32%

Positive Likelihood 
Ratio

100 Sensitivity
Specificity
− 29.45 8.67 to 100.12

Negative Likelihood 
Ratio

100 Sensitivity
Specificity
− 0.61 0.30 to 1.24

Disease prevalence a b
a b c d

+
+ + +

0.61% 0.20% to 1.43% 

Positive Predictive 
Value

a
a c+

15.38% 1.92% to 45.45%

Negative Predictive 
Value

d
b d+

99.63 % 98.91% to 99.92%

EOA: Otoacoustic Emissions.
BERAphone: Cerebral Stem Auditory Evoked Potentials.
CI: Confidence Interval.
Source: SPSS V.20 database of the study: Sensitivity and Specificity of 
Otoacoustic Emissions in Healthy Newborns without Risk Factors.

Table 5: RIGHT OID statistics results with EOA vs. BERAphone.

Variables contrast result

Area Error típ Sig. 
Asymptotic

Asymptotic confidence interval at 
95%

Lower limit Upper limit
0.693 0.148 0.136 0.404 0.983

Source: SPSS V.20 database of the study: Sensitivity and Specificity of 
Otoacoustic Emissions in Healthy Newborns without Risk Factors.

Table 6: Area under the right hear curve.

Figure 9: Nominal fake ear left with EOA vs. BERAphone result pre-test and 
pos-test, aswell as Likelihood Ratio.

Statistical Testing Value Statistical 
Significance

Pearson Chi-square 47.273 p=0.000
Continuity correction 25.86 p=0.000
Fisher’s exact test  p=0.002
Linea-by-linear association 47.215 p=0.000
Number of cases 815
EOA: Otoacoustic Emissions.
BERAphone: Cerebral Stem Auditory Evoked Potentials.
Source: SPSS V.20 database of the study: Sensitivity and Specificity of 
Otoacoustic Emissions in Healthy Newborns without Risk Factors.

Table 7: Statistical tests of EOA vs. BERAphone RIGHT HEAR.

BERAphone (PEATC)
EOA Not passed Pass Total ears
Not passed 5 6 11
Pass 1 803 804
Total 6 809 n=815
EOA: Otoacoustic Emissions.
BERAphone: Cerebral Stem Auditory Evoked Potentials.
 Source: SPSS V.20 database of the study: Sensitivity and Specificity of 
Otoacoustic Emissions in Healthy Newborns without Risk Factors.

Table 8: Contingency Table or 2x2 Table of Otoacoustic Emissions vs. BERAphone.
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LR +, LR-, Prevalence, PPV and NPV are presented in Table 13. And 
with more precision in Figure 13, in the ROC test we observed a 
Sensitivity of 63.64% and a Specificity of 98.95%. And in Table 14 the 
AUC curve with a result of 0.805. Table 15 presents the statistical tests 
for the Pearson Chi-Square with a p=0.000, a Continuity Correction of 
253,440 with p=0.000 and a Fisher’s Exact Test of p=0.000.

Discussion
The need to identify hearing problems at birth and to ensure 

diagnosis and intervention before the age of six months is recognized as 
an international health standard [13]. Currently, more countries have 
implemented universal hearing screening programs that evaluate all 
[22]. This has been made possible by reliable tests for objective hearing 
assessment and the development of more accurate, fully automated 
portable equipment that require personnel with minimal training [22]. 
The most commonly used tests are Otoacoustic Emissions (EOA) and 
Brainstem Auditory Evoked Potentials (PEATC: BERAphone). Both 
tests have a high sensitivity and specificity to detect early hypoacusis 
in the newborn [22].

Clinical follow-up studies have shown that the equipment and 
technology currently available for the neonatal auditory sieve allow 
the identification of most affected patients. However, there are still 
some problems to be solved, in particular, the techniques used could 
be improved [23]. For example, OAEs are less efficient in assessing 
newborns with risk factors where there is a higher incidence of hearing 
problems And diseases with auditory neuropathy can be detected. 

Statistic Formula Value 95% CI
Sensitivity a

a b+
83.33% 35.88% to 99.58%

Specificity d
c d+

99.26% 98.39% to 99.73%

Positive Likelihood 
Ratio 100

Sensitivity
Specificity−

112.36 46.89 to 269.22

Negative Likelihood 
Ratio

100 Sensitivity
Specificity
− 0.17 0.03 to 1.00

Disease prevalence a b
a b c d

+
+ + +

0.74% 0.27% to 1.60% 

Positive Predictive 
Value

a
a c+

45.45% 16.75% to 76.62%

Negative Predictive 
Value

d
b d+

99.88 % 99.31% to 100.00%

EOA: Otoacoustic Emissions
BERAphone: Cerebral Stem Auditory Evoked Potentials
CI: Confidence Interval
Source: SPSS V.20 database of the study: Sensitivity and Specificity of 
Otoacoustic Emissions in Healthy Newborns without Risk Factors.

Table 9: LEFT EAR statistics with EOA vs. BERAphone.
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Figure 10: COR curve of EOA vs. BERAphone, accuracy of Sensitivity and 
Specificity in newborns LEFT EAR.

Figure 11: Distribution of ALL HEARTS studied and identification of deaf and 
healthy as well as false positives, false negatives, true and true negatives.

Variables contrast result
Area Error típ. Sig. 

Asymptotic
Asymptotic confidence interval at 95%

Lower limit Upper limit
0.913 0.090 0.000 0.737 1.000

EOA: Otoacoustic Emissions
BERAphone: Cerebral Stem Auditory Evoked Potentials
Source: SPSS V.20 database of the study: Sensitivity and Specificity of 
Otoacoustic Emissions in Healthy Newborns without Risk Factors.

Table 10: Area under the Curve in EOA vs. BERAphone LEFT HEAR.

Statistical Testing Value Statistical 
Significance

Pearson Chi-square 305.127 p=0.000
Continuity correction 246.250 p=0.000
Fisher’s exact test  p=0.000
Linea-by-linear association 304.753 p=0.000
Number of cases 815
EOA: Otoacoustic Emissions.
BERAphone: Cerebral Stem Auditory Evoked Potentials.
Source: SPSS V.20 database of the study: Sensitivity and Specificity of 
Otoacoustic Emissions in Healthy Newborns without Risk Factors.

Table 11: Statistical tests of EOA vs. BERAphone LEFT EAR.

BERAphone (PEATC)
EOA Not passed Pass Total ears
Not passed 7 17 24
Pass 4 1602 1606
Total 11 1619 n=1630
EOA: Otoacoustic Emissions.
BERAphone: Cerebral Stem Auditory Evoked Potentials.
n: number of ears studied.
Source: SPSS V.20 database of the study: Sensitivity and Specificity of 
Otoacoustic Emissions in Healthy Newborns without Risk Factors.

Table 12: Table of contingency or table 2x2 of EOA vs. BERAphone of all ears and 
all patients.
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Additionally, a high false positive rate is recognized in its application, 
many of which are due to transient conductive losses [24].

In these cases, it is recommended to repeat the test several times or 
to combine it with a PEATC test (BERAphone), with the disadvantage 
of increasing the false negatives. This last one plays a preponderant 
role in underdeveloped countries and especially in communities of 
very low resources, with economic and emotional repercussion in the 
family, reason why in Mexico it has been reported that more than 90% 
of pediatric patients attended by hearing problems, Were not detected 
early and timely [25,26].

The methodology recommended in the various programs of 
neonatal auditory screening is a sequential protocol based on the 
exploration of the newborn with EOA and/or PEATC (BERAphone). 
Undoubtedly one of the most relevant advantages of its implementation 
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Figure 13: COR curve of EOA vs. BERAphone, accuracy of sensitivity and 
specificity in newborns in all ears and all patients.

Statistic Formula Value 95% CI
Sensitivity a

a b+
63.64% 30.79% to 89.07%

Specificity d
c d+

98.95% 98.32% to 99.39%

Positive Likelihood Ratio

100
Sensitivity

Specificity−
60.60 31.62 to 116.15

Negative Likelihood 
Ratio

100 Sensitivity
Specificity
− 0.37 0.17 to 0.80

Disease prevalence a b
a b c d

+
+ + +

0.67% 0.34% to 1.20% 

Positive Predictive Value a
a c+

29.17% 12.62% to 51.09%

Negative Predictive 
Value

d
b d+

99.75 % 99.36% to 99.93%

EOA: Otoacoustic Emissions.
BERAphone: Cerebral Stem Auditory Evoked Potentials.
CI: Confidence Interval.
Source: SPSS V.20 database of the study: Sensitivity and Specificity of 
Otoacoustic Emissions in Healthy Newborns without Risk Factors.

Table 13: Results of ALL EACH AND ALL PATIENTS studied with EOA vs. 
BERAphone.

Figure 12: Nominal fake everyone with EOA vs. BERAphone.
Variables contrast result

Area Error típ. Sig. 
Asymptotic

Asymptotic confidence interval at 95%
Lower limit Upper limit

0.805 0.106 0.003 0.593 1.000
EOA: Otoacoustic Emissions
BERAphone: Cerebral Stem Auditory Evoked Potentials
Source: SPSS V.20 database of the study: Sensitivity and Specificity of 
Otoacoustic Emissions in Healthy Newborns without Risk Factors.

Table 14: Area Under the Curve of all ears and all patients studied with EOA vs. 
BERAphone.

Statistical Testing Value Statistical 
Significance

Pearson Chi-square 295.005 p=0.000
Continuity correction 253.440 p=0.000
Fisher’s exact test  p=0.000
Linea-by-linear association 294.824 p=0.000
Number of cases 1630
EOA: Otoacoustic Emissions.
BERAphone: Cerebral Stem Auditory Evoked Potentials.
Source: SPSS V.20 database of the study: Sensitivity and Specificity of 
Otoacoustic Emissions in Healthy Newborns without Risk Factors.

Table 15: Statistical tests of EOA V/S BERA phone of all ears and all patients.

for clinical use of EOA was to facilitate the development of such 
programs for children hearing loss since it is the first time that available 
technology was available and applicable to a large group of patients. 
However, all these protocols are conditioned to the technological 
evolution causing a great demand in the development of the automated 
equipment of EOA. Subsequently, the emergence of automated PEATC 
(BERAphone) equipment, which is easy to use and rapid to diagnose, 
has led to the preferential use of these equipment [25-27].

Currently there is a large amount of literature that compares 
the effectiveness and efficiency of these two tests and usually gives 
validity to both. Traditionally, the advantages of EOA are greater 
speed and lower cost, ease of use, high sensitivity and specificity. The 
disadvantages attributed to PEATC are, on the contrary, a longer time 
in its realization and greater cost. However, PEATC has currently 
shown a high percentage of accuracy, even in premature infants, and 
a lower referral rate has been confirmed with PEATC-based programs, 
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although a statistically significant difference has not been demonstrated 
[25-28].

The implementation of a universal neonatal auditory screening 
program has been uneven, the reasons are diverse and the most relevant 
factors involved is the need to invest a large amount of economic 
resources. In fact, universal hearing aid programs with EOA are closely 
linked to a constant economic evolution [29].

Therefore, in our project, we confirmed the poor sensitivity and 
very high specificity of OAEs in the healthy newborn without risk 
factors, using the PEATC (BERAphone) as the gold standard.

Since the discovery of OAE, a large number of studies have been 
carried out to support its validity in the identification of hearing loss of 
the newborn, to improve its accuracy taking into account the sensitivity, 
specificity, positive predictive value and negative predictive value. 
These studies have been able to confirm its usefulness as a screening 
test in different programs for the early detection of congenital deafness, 
but the recurrent drawback is the large number of false positives, and 
when implementing the program it is necessary to do it in two stages 
with the consequent Loss of patients [30-32].

The sensitivity of OAE using PEATC as gold standard has been 
reported with significanqt variability according to the different 
authors, Jacobson and Jacobson, detected a very low sensitivity. Their 
study screened 119 newborns, 67 high-risk and 52 normal, between 33 
and 41 weeks of gestational age, in the nursery and neonatal special 
care unit, where they propose to compare the results of OAE with the 
auditory response (ABR). These authors confirmed that the ABR study 
failed in 8 of 224 ears (3.8%) and 85% (38.4%) of the tests failed for 
EOA. In addition they find a sensitivity of 50% and a specificity of 52%. 
When measuring the noise level they detect more than 30 decibels (dB). 
The final result of their study supports that the existing noise level in 
hospitals exceeds the recommended level for the implementation of the 
auditory sieve with the implementation of EOA. Therefore it influences 
the result and the sensitivity. In our study, although the overall 
sensitivity of all ears was 63.64%, we believe that noise was not affected, 
although no environmental noise measurement was performed, both 
tests were performed in a noise-free office with presence of The mother, 
the baby and the nurse who performed the study, and the EOA team 
did not report any noise. In the study by John, et al. other factors 
influence: prematurity and risk factors in the newborn [12].

In the Rhode Island study in the 1990s, 1991, universal neonatal 
screening was performed on 1850 infants, 497 (27%) did not pass, the 
first stage and were scheduled for the second stage 4 to 6 weeks later, 
and only 403 (81%) come. Of the 403, 115 did not pass the second stage 
corresponding to 23.1% of the second group. When comparing EOA vs 
PEATC between the first and fourth day, OAE had a sensitivity of 81% 
and a specificity of 70%; Four to six weeks later sensitivity increased 
to 96% and specificity to 82%. With this it can be deduced that the age 
is an important factor in the result of the sensitivity since to realize 
it in two stages improves the performance of the test. Factors that 
could influence the first stage may be experience of the person doing 
the study, vermix in the auditory canal, and maturity of the middle 
ear, as demonstrated in the Rhode Island study. In our study, each 
of the screened patients was evaluated for both ears to confirm their 
permeability, so we believe that this is not a factor of sufficient weight 
that is affecting the results as was verified by Berlanga and Cols [11,33]. 
We think that there are more factors involved and that we should not 
forget that it could also be secondary to the presence of retrocochlear 
hearing loss, so it could be a false negative, since OAE measures 

cochlear function and permeability to Sound of the middle and outer 
ear without affecting the mechanics of the peripheral sensory organ. 
When the evaluation of the test is performed according to the patient’s 
follow-up and the occurrence or not of deafness, instead of the PEAT, 
the sensitivity of the test offers variations in the result, with consequent 
loss of patients [34,35].

Vohr, et al. from 1993 to 1996 in Rhode Island in the universal 
hearing screening program gives a follow-up of 53121 infants in 2 
stages for 4 years, assessing reference ranges, reference diagnoses, age 
and identification: detect 111 infants with hearing loss with one Range 
of 2 × 1000, the mean age confirmed was 3.5 months. They observed 
in the first stage 95% sensitivity and in the second 95%, specificity 
was in the first and second stage of 89.9% and 87% respectively. 
They conclude that time and experience are important factors in the 
implementation of the auditory sieve, with punctual follow-up of each 
patient. This information confirms the high sensitivity of OAE in two 
stages affecting the cost and family economy, as well as the increase 
in the loss of patients, without forgetting the emotional impact on 
the family, although it is important to emphasize that our study was 
only At a stage precisely to avoid the problems mentioned above. It 
is important to note that patients who detected that they did not pass 
the BERAphone test were each followed up with the multidisciplinary 
hospital team [34].

Stevens, et al. performed a hearing screening of 723 neonates in 
the neonatal intensive care unit, who underwent ABR with a duration 
of 21 minutes and EOA with duration of 12.1 minutes in 1990. For 
him, both tests are adequate for the sieve, being the EOA faster, more 
sensitive and cheaper. The rate of failure by OAEs is explained by the 
lower stimulus used. It concludes that the sensitivity is 76% and the 
specificity of 86% when comparing them with ABR in a single stage but 
when compared to three months the sensitivity increases to 93%. This 
is contrary to our study since in doing so in a single stage the sensitivity 
is low although the specificity is very high which confirms that when 
using the BERAphone as the most important test we could discover 
earlier patients with possible hearing loss and Thus avoiding losses of 
patients and to be able to initiate in a timely manner the rehabilitation 
of this type of patients to avoid future sequels. It also confirms that 
the cause of alterations in OAEs is multifactorial in the first stage and 
detecting them early would help to rule out or support the presence of 
deafness in this patient [31].

In the Colorado program: Mehl and Thomson, they conducted a 
multi-stage, 8-year study to measure hospital participation and general 
Universal hearing screening in a state program and track improvements 
in programmaking and outpatient follow-up over time. They evaluated 
57 hospitals using ABR, three hospitals with OAE, and two with 
two-stage screening considering hypoacusis at a threshold of 35 dB. 
148 240 newborns were evaluated, 291 were diagnosed as congenital 
hearing loss with 71% bilateral loss, hearing loss 82%, with 47% of one 
or more factors. Then, in 1999, 63327 newborns were studied before 
hospital discharge, 87% (55324) were evaluated for auditory acuity, a 
higher percentage in the first year than during the 5 years of the study 
(19%). The result of this was to detect 86 newborns affected during 
1999 represented an occurrence of 1 in 650 neonates. In this group 59 
patients presented bilateral sensorineural hearing loss, 17 unilateral 4 
conductive bilateral hearing loss and 6 unilateral hearing loss. The total 
of referrals in that year was 2.3% with a 2.2% false positive; Of newborns 
who failed 76% had congenital deafness. The mean of the diagnosis was 
2.1 months and 71% of those affected were identified at 3 months of 
age and 92% at 5 months. They also observed that according to the size 
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of the hospital according to the number of births per year, in the larger 
hospitals the recapture of patients was higher and in small hospitals 
the reference was higher. The sensitivity was 100%, and they found no 
false negatives. They conclude that the successful implementation of 
neonatal auditory screening depends on the educational effort of the 
health professional in the community, commitment by the program 
planning group, and a good data tracking system.

Contrary to our study where we found the lowest sensitivity 
and they were very high because each patient was followed up for 
eight years, with the implementation of EOA in two stages but with 
significant losses of patients between one and Another stage which 
further supports our study to implement programs in a single stage 
with PEATC (BERAphone), which show very high accuracy with 
minimal false negatives and zero patient loss, which results in less 
economic cost and less emotional impact in the family. It is also 
important to emphasize that they used the ABR (model ALGO-2 and 
ALGO-1E) which increased the results in the sensitivity. They did not 
detect false negatives all cases were progressive hypoacusis, therefore 
they did not meet the inclusion criteria in the definition of congenital 
neurosensorial hearing loss [32].

Finitzo, et al. studied 54,228 newborns in Texas to assess values   that 
had a positive or negative impact on the auditory screening program. 
They used three different protocols: EOA, ABR and EOA followed by 
ABR, from 1994 to 1997. At the end of the study, 52508 infants were 
screened before hospital discharge; 1,224 patients returned to follow-
up; 113 of them failed the examination detected As sensorineural loss, 
two cases with progressive hearing loss and one case with deep bilateral 
severe hypoacusis considered as false negative, with an estimated 
incidence of 3.14 × 1000 newborns. They conclude that the reduction 
of false negatives can be achieved when three elements are used, 
namely: participation of audiology, hospital support and information 
management. They also suggest that follow-up measures need to be 
improved especially in newborns with risk factors. Contrary to our 
study, which was only done in one stage by screening all patients, they 
monitored it over time which increased sensitivity, decreased false 
positives and practically only one case was false negative. All these 
types of programs with a large amount of financial resources, personnel 
involved and technology used increase the loss of patients (they lost 
31% of the total number of newborns sifted), increases the emotional 
tension in the parents and the Cost per patient increases with important 
repercussions in the family and therefore affects the sensitivity of the 
study. With the technological advances in the automated equipment to 
design hypoacusia in the newborn has improved the precision with the 
important decrease of form false positives and smaller loss of patients. 
Although in our study the objective we pursue is not to follow the 
patients, but to know the sensitivity and specificity in a single stage, to 
each of our patients who left with hearing loss was followed up, for this 
reason the results and the report of these patients would be presented 
in another investigation [30].

OAEs constitute a simple and inexpensive rapid test, and for some 
time were considered the most adequate test for universal care and risk 
groups, using Cerebral Stem Auditory Evoked Potentials (PEATC) to 
a small group that did not pass the EOA [36]. The specificity of the 
OAEs with respect to the “gold standard” PEATC varies according to 
different publications, from the point of view of the number of false 
positives they report, and increases the complexity of the OAE-based 
screening programs. 52% by Jacobson, et al. [12]; 86% by Stevens, et 
al. [31], 89.9% by Vohr, et al. [33] to 92% reported by Lutman, et al. 
[35] very different from what We found a specificity of 98.95% and 

1.04% of false positives, so it is considered a useful test for the universal 
auditory sieve. These results can be consequence of multifactorial 
origin to be: trained personnel, evaluation of the auditory canal by 
otorhinolaryngologist before the study, time in which the EOA is taken 
in the first stage.

In 1993 the NCIHS (National Institute of Health Consensus 
Statement) confirmed that OAE in neonates has a tendency to increase 
false positives when compared to PEATC, especially during the first 48 
hours of life. These false positives are of the newborns with lower risk 
of presenting congenital hearing loss, which have a lower incidence. 
When we compared it with our results, we reported 1% of false positives 
for all ears, the mean age of test implementation was 4 days and a very 
high specificity (98.95%), so we thought that the factors that influence 
specificity Could be reduced by cross-sectional studies with PEATC 
(BERAphone) and well-structured follow-up programs [37].

Mehl, et al. provide valuable information in the studies of Colorado 
with 96% and Rhode Island of 98% of specificity, performed both in 
several stages and long-term follow-up in contrast to our study that was 
carried out in a single stage implementing both tests, thus avoiding The 
losses of patients that are very high in the aforementioned studies. We 
used the PEATC (BERAphone) to increase accuracy and avoid false 
positives with multidisciplinary follow-up to suspected patients. They 
reported very high specificities for the long-term follow-up that they 
used in their protocols [32,34].

Other authors such as Kennedy, et al. reported up to 30% of false 
positives in children with craniofacial malformations or family history 
of deafness and 13% of low risk neonates and admission to the Neonatal 
Intensive Care Unit (NICU) factors that influence the presence of false 
positives. Contrary to our research we screen newborns without risk 
factors and this report would open up a new investigation [38].

False positives can also be explained by ear immaturity in the 
neonate of less than 48 hours of life, such that EOA, are not necessarily 
detected in all healthy newborns of this age, detail that we care in our 
research and Which we believe did not influence the outcome of the 
study [39,40].

Levi, et al. in a group of 13 infants less than 2 days old, found that 
OAEs failed; Found that with the simple cleaning of the ear, room in 
complete silence and sleep of the baby, OAE were detected and passed 
the test in such a way that they conclude that these simple measures 
diminished the false positives, procedure that we implemented in each 
of the newborns Sieved in our study and confirmed by Berlanga et al. 
[11,40]

Another of the statistical tests that is usually altered in this type 
of studies is the “Positive Predictive Value (PPV)”, defined as the 
probability of a population studied, that a newborn has to suffer from 
congenital hearing loss when the test is positive. The studies by Bess 
and Paradise [41] confirm that PPV may be affected by sensitivity 
and specificity values, although it is highly dependent on the actual 
prevalence of congenital deafness in the population of screened 
newborns. Although their report has been heavily criticized for 
estimating 1/1000 prevalences, creating a very exaggerated estimate of 
all the derivations generated, Northern and Hayes [42] found a higher 
population prevalence of 6/1000, taking into account children with 
factors Risk and without them. Contrary to our study, researchers have 
reported values up to 2% or less, we detected a PPV of 29.17%, taking 
a prevalence of 6/1000. We think that it could be influenced, not only 
by the prevalence, but also by the sensitivity and specificity of the test.
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“Negative Predictive Value (NPV)” is defined as the probability 
that the newborn of a given population has normal hearing when 
the test result is negative. It depends heavily on the characteristics of 
the test in terms of sensitivity and specificity, but is also influenced 
by the prevalence of the disease. In the literature, very high results 
are reported, similar to them, our results report a NPV of 99.75%, 
confirming that OAEs have a great value in hearing screening tests in 
large populations [31,34,35].

In our study there is a problem to solve, we detected a better 
sensitivity in the left ear 83.33% than in the right ear 40%. At the 
moment there is controversy between the different authors with 
respect to the ear that is most affected; The truth is that this discrepancy 
continues, some report that the response of the right ear is better 
than the left ear and others that there is no difference. Marco [43], 
Collet [44], Johnsen [45], Probst [46] argue that there is a high visual 
correlation between the EOA of the ears of the same person, therefore 
the frequency spectrum of intensity are similar. Other authors such as 
Sequi [47] find differences of non-significant laterality and that can be 
provoked by technical questions, Aidan [48] confirms differences in 
the mean intensity of OAEs in the right ear of neonates with respect 
to the left ear. Trinidad, et al. [49] detected a better response in the 
right ear than the left one, as did Berlanga, et al. [11] who report about 
1% more that passed in the right ear than the left, justified by greater 
ease In the placement of the probe of the OtoRead team, which has 
been related to being right-handed and more sensitive than the left ear 
and with a higher prevalence of OAE without statistical significance 
[50-52]. Contrary to our study, the ear Had better sensitivity was the 
left ear. We do not rule out the possibility that it was random, it could 
also be related to the type of study performed or the technology used 
or the personnel who performed the test, but certainly we do not have 
a convincing explanation, although we rely on that could be a line 
Research for a future and is definitely not the goal of this project.

It has also been reported by some authors some biological variables 
in the newborn reported as electrical alterations in the brain stem 
in response to auditory stimuli, this is considered as a reproducible 
phenomenon however there is a group of neonates who do not present 
this response at birth, But if a few weeks later it has been reported that 
this is due to the lack of maturation of the neuronal tissue in the brain 
stem, which could explain most of the cases of false positives [53,54].

The usefulness of a diagnostic test is the likelihood ratio or coefficient 
of likelihood (LH), its value is not affected by the characteristic 
prevalence that allows comparisons in different diagnostic tests of our 
results. It was confirmed that, for a positive value of the test, it has a 
60% chance of confirming deafness, thus failing about 40%; And for 
a negative result, the probability that the test fails is very low (0.37) 
and assures 98.64% that our newborns do not have deafness. This was 
also confirmed by the results obtained in the ROC curve, which is also 
not influenced by the prevalence, minimizes the occurrence of false 
positives, which is associated with a high emotional and economic cost, 
since patients could merit the repetition of The test is not necessary at 
all, as few of them are possibly affected. In addition, the implementation 
of the ROC curve also decreases the number of false negatives. False 
negatives are a serious problem in clinical management and especially 
when it comes to hearing loss or deafness, since the opportunity to give 
the newborn effective treatment in the initial stages is lost. From the 
results obtained by these diagnostic tests we can confirm that OAEs are 
a good regular test and with the advent of new technology the PEATC 
(BERAphone) will be added to the diagnostic arsenal and be able to 
replace this type of tests [27].

Although many problems remain to be solved the purpose 
of our study is not for any reason to affect the EOA, since they are 
complementary tests in the diagnosis of deafness of the newborn.

The BERA phone is a simple, easy, fast, valid and reliable test 
that explores the auditory pathway from the receiving organ to the 
entrance in the brain, making it an ideal test to be used In a neonatal 
screening program. The average duration is 1 to 3 minutes, depends 
a lot on the equipment used, if we take into account the information 
to the parents, transfer of newborns, electrodes placed and especially 
the precision in the result. The BERA phone is an ideal equipment for 
this type of screening. This test can be performed in the first hours of 
life of the newborn without altering its validity, in contrast to OAE, 
whose sensitivity and specificity decrease if performed within the first 
24 hours. In the Gabbard study [55], 97% of newborns with 24 hours 
of extrauterine life were able to pass with PEATC while 67% did so 
with OAE. This becomes very relevant in underdeveloped countries or 
communities of very low resources where distances are far away, when 
hospitals maintain early discharge programs in the healthy newborn 
or early maternal high on the same day this short stay of the neonate 
in the hospital Will be the time of accessibility to the program [56]. 
In Europe, half of the countries have a universal neonatal hearing 
screening program, active sieve programs with coverage of 92 to 95% 
of newborns are reported. In England they currently report an average 
of 2 months of age. In Mexico, a coverage of 57% of the total number of 
newborns is reported in Mexico. Important barriers to implementation 
were identified in this country, such as: Limited resources, inadequate 
support services, poor public awareness, Otoneurology, Fonatria, 
graduates in human communication therapy, Otorhinolaryngologists. 
In addition, hearing loss in the health field has been considered a low 
priority. By 2014, the Secretary of Health says that in our country, we 
have provided a portable EOA kit to perform a hearing screening test 
for 455 hospitals and the creation of 45 audiology services in each of the 
states for the diagnosis and management of Children with hearing loss 
[27], with serious failures in their current functioning. Institutional 
experience shows that more than 90% of pediatric patients attended 
due to hearing problems were not detected in an early and timely 
manner and did not receive adequate in-hospital follow-up. This is very 
relevant in underdeveloped countries and/or communities with very 
scarce resources. Therefore, it is urgent to redouble efforts, improve the 
generation of campaigns and educational programs for hearing health, 
as well as follow up the tests of universal neonatal hearing screening, 
with the purpose of early diagnosis avoiding the delay in acquisition 
and language development, learning problems and socialization among 
patients who are born with hearing impairment.

Conclusions
Otacoustic emissions in neonates without risk factors have a 

regular sensitivity and high specificity, with failures to detect deafness 
in the first stage of the program, which implies difficulties in their 
optimization for the detection of deafness and hearing loss. This means 
that the test must be repeated and therefore increase the additional 
consumption of resources with the risk of saturating the diagnostic 
services. Another important aspect is to assess the parents’ concern 
about confirming the diagnosis in a subsequent phase, as well as the 
loss of patients and the economic cost to the family, which is very 
relevant in our community.
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